
PROGRAMME 

Project Team Meeting Health Centres 2023 
 
13/14 February 2023, Gustav-Stresemann Institut (GSI), Bonn 
 
 

Monday, 13 February 

2.00-3.30 pm 

 

Diving deeper into the centres: Presentations by CAIDERA, GLACIER, G-WAC 
and PACE-UP 

AvH Research Hubs will be invited for online participation.  

Aim of the session: To get new insights into the aims, activities and topics of the four 
Centres and a deeper understanding of common interests, e.g.: What is the Centre 
working for? What are the main research/teaching topics? What does the Centre do to 
be relevant for society? Which important activities are planned for 2023? What are 
possible topics or concrete activities that could be worked on together with other 
Centres/projects? 

3.30-4.00 pm Break 

4.00-6.00 pm How to make real impact? Engagement of stakeholders within the Health 
Centres – Good practices and lessons learnt  

Aim of the session : To discuss how the practical relevance of the Centre’s work can be 
increased. We’ll hear about good practices how Centres engage with relevant 
stakeholders like political decisionmakers and discuss afterwards based on the 
learning interests of each Centre. 

6.00 pm End of the official part 

6.30 pm Meeting in the Entrance Hall of GSI, departure to the city centre for dinner at Miebachs 

 

Tuesday, 14 February 
 

9.00-11.30 am 

9.00-10.00 am 

 

Common Activity Planning  

Part 1: Bilateral Speed Dating between Health Centres 

Aim of the Session: To identify overlapping areas of interest and discuss if/how the 
Centres want to collaborate bilaterally in 2023 and beyond.  

10:00-11:30 am 

 

Part 2: Multilateral Activity Planning  

Aim of the Session: To discuss the group’s preferred proposals for common activities in 
detail, getting to concrete results and agree on the further course of action. 

11.30-11:45 am Break 

  



11:45-12:30 pm Group discussions on mixed topics 

Aim of the Session: To discuss further topics in parallel working groups and exchange on 
ideas, plans and experiences (allocation to groups according to personal interest). 

 Discussion 1: Activities for Alumni and other funded individuals (What are the 
academic/thematic backgrounds of our fellows? What are their needs and what do 
we want to offer them?) 

 Discussion 2: Science Communication: How do we communicate our results/ calls? 
(Exchange: What are good practices, what worked well? What are challenges we face? 
Do we need external expertise to improve our communication and if so, who could be 
the expert?) 

 Other topics (arising during the meeting, e.g. exchange on research topics, on admin-
topics, etc.) 

12.30-2.00 pm Lunchbreak 

Common Part with the Climate Centres 

2.00-3.45 pm Speed Dating between the Health and Climate Centres 

Aim of the Session: Have an idea about the Centres‘ representatives, their work, and if 
there are linkages/common interests or not. 

3.45-6.00 pm Social Event 

Departure to the UN (“Langer Eugen”) for a target-group specific presentation by the 
United Nations Staff College, Knowledge Centre for Sustainable Development (UNSSC) on 
the Sustainable Development Goals and a tour through “Langer Eugen”  

7 pm Dinner at GSI 

 

 

 

 

 


